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Chapter 1: Introduction to Versity Apps 

Welcome to the Versity Applications Administration Guide. In this smartphone era, applications 

are the main method for deploying end user features. Spectralink has leveraged this evolution to 

provide advanced features that can be delivered á la carte. This guide covers the configuration 

mechanics of each application so that they can be managed effectively by the facility. 

This document covers: 

• Application parameters, 

• Application updates, 

• Working with configuration tools such as Spectralink SAM servers and documented 

EMMs to maximize application effectiveness. 

See the Versity User Guide for functional information about each app. See the Spectralink 

Administration Management Guide for information about SAM, Spectralink’s tool for app 

configuration management. See the most recent Release Notes for the app versions. 

As always, Spectralink stands ready to support your installation every step of the way through 

our extensive network of on-site experts and on-call service personnel. 

Document Organization 

This Guide lists each application and gives an overview of the application function, the features 

it provides and the exact configurable parameters. As applications are revised, new parameters 

are entered. 

Spectralink Apps Summary 

Barcode 

Barcode capture is available on the 9553 and 9653 models. 

Battery Life (Batt Life) 

Batt Life helps the user manage battery use by allowing a specified charge level to begin low 

battery alerting. 

Biz Phone 

The Biz Phone app is Spectralink’s SIP telephony application for Versity devices. 
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Buttons 

The Buttons app is Spectralink’s application to allow users to program the buttons on Versity 

devices 

Device 

The Device Settings app is Spectralink’s application that provides additional controls for the 

system administrator for Versity devices. 

Lens Grid 

The Lens Grid app is Spectralink’s application to apply a standardized grid to the on board 

camera for precise measurement of objects using Versity devices. 

Logging 

The Logging app is Spectralink’s application for the management of syslog information by the 

system administrator for Versity devices. 

PTT 

The Push-to-talk (PTT) app is Spectralink’s radio multicast app for Versity devices. 

SAFE 

The SAFE app is Spectralink’s application for emergencies. It can be deployed in lone worker 

environments or where facilities require extra security. 

SAM Client 

The SAM (Spectralink Application Management) Client app is Spectralink’s application that 

enables Versity devices to connect with the Spectralink Application Management (SAM) server 

for Spectralink application configuration and other phone management services not available 

through an EMM. 

Sys Updater 

The Sys Updater app is Spectralink’s application to check for software updates for Versity 

devices. 

VQO 

Voice Quality Optimization (VQO) app is Spectralink’s application for optimizing audio and video 

calls from Spectralink dialers or other third-party dialers. 

Web API 

The Web API app is used by developers to interface with external services and provide links to 

frequently used websites. 
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App Versions for Versity Release 1.5.0.1189 

Spectralink releases include updated versions of Spectralink apps. The list below lists all the 

Spectralink apps shipped with Versity release 1.4.0.1124. 
 

App Version 

Batt Life 6.3.11964 

Biz Phone 6.4.12398 

Buttons 6.3.11979 

Device 6.3.11973 

Lens Grid 6.3.11981 

Logging 6.3.11960 

PTT 6.4.12273 

SAFE 6.3.11967 

SAM Client 6.3.11977 

Sys Updater 6.3.11970 

VQO 6.3.11968 

Web API 6.3.11963 

Product Support 

Spectralink wants you to have a successful installation. If you have questions please contact the 

Customer Support Hotline at 1-800-775-5330.  

The hotline is open Monday through Friday, 6 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mountain time. 

For Technical Support: mailto:technicalsupport@spectralink.com 

For Knowledge Base: http://support.spectralink.com 

For Return Material Authorization: mailto:nalarma@spectralink.com  

 

mailto:technicalsupport@spectralink.com
http://support.spectralink.com/
mailto:nalarma@spectralink.com
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Chapter 2: Barcode 

 Versity models 9553 and 9653 have built-in barcode readers, other models do not. If a 

Versity does not have a Barcode reader then these settings are ignored. 

Barcode is enabled by default, along with all symbologies. The system administrator controls all 

barcode features by programming the administrative and symbology settings shown below. 

These include: 

• Enable/ disable barcode scanning 

• Which symbologies are deployed,  

• The intensity of the scan light,  

• Any audible acknowledgement that a scan is done as well as other features.  

The Enter key may be used to move to the next field to be populated by scanning. 

Implementation depends on the app being used. Automatic enter of carriage return can be 

enabled by Administrator. 

No Barcode app settings are available to the user and there is no Barcode admin menu on 

Versity. Barcode must be configured through SAM or an EMM. 

Supported Symbologies 
Aztec 

Codabar 

Code 11 

Code 32 

Code 39 

Code 93 

Code 128 

Data Matrix 

Data Matrix Inverse 

EAN8 

EAN13 

GS1 Databar 14 

GS1-128 

Han Xin Code 

Interleaved 2 of 5 

Inverse 1D 

ISBT 128 

Matrix 2 of 5 

Micro PDF417 

Micro QR 

MSI Plessy 

PDF 417 

QR 

QR Inverse 

UPC-A 

UPC-E 
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Administrative Settings 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

Enable Barcode 
Scanner 

enable_barcode_scanner Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

"Master switch" - If 
false, all else is 
moot. 

Automatic 
carriage return 

barcode_auto_enter_enabled Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Decode Session 
Timeout 

decode_session_timeout integer 5..50..99 Measured in tenths 
of a second. I.e. 
default value 50 = 
5.0 seconds. 

Illumination 
power 

barcode_illum_power integer 0..5..10   

Vibrate on 
successful scan 

barcode_vibrate_enabled Boolean Checked:true, 

Unchecked:false 

  

Play a sound on 
successful scan 

barcode_sound_enabled Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Successful scan 
sound 

barcode_tone integer low pitch beep:0,  
low pitch double 
beep:1,  
high pitch double 
beep:2 

  

Polarity (all 1-D 
barcodes) 

polarity_one_d String Dark on Light: 
DARK_ON_LIGHT, 
Either:EITHER, 
Light on Dark: 
LIGHT_ON_DARK 

 

Enable 
EAN/UPC 
supplementals 

ean_upc_supplemental integer Ignore:0 
Auto-detect:2 

Global to both EAN 
8 and EAN 13. 

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 

Symbologies 
 

 
Note: Key to Allowed Values column 

Bold type indicates default 

Colon (:) separates the UI text from the value sent to phone 
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Note: Deprecated barcode symbologies 

If you are deploying Versity in a mixed environment with Spectralink PIVOT or other 

barcode readers, be aware that some previously offered symbologies have been 

deprecated due to aging technology. These are: Code 49, Grid Matrix, Hong Kong 

2 of 5, IATA 2 of 5, NEC 2 of 5, Plessy, Straight 2 0f 5, Telepen. 
 

Aztec 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

Aztec enable_aztec Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Aztec Inverse 
Decoding (Polarity) 

polarity_aztec integer Dark on Light:0, 
Either:2,  
Light on Dark:1 

 

Codabar 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

Codabar enable_codabar Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Min. Length length_codabar integer 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ..., 55   

Enable Codabar 
NOTIS editing  

strip_startstop_codabar Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

Strips start/stop characters. 

Code 11 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

Code 11 enable_code11 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Code 11 Check Digit 
Verification 

checkdigit_verification_code11 integer Disabled:0,  
1 digit:1,  
2 digits:2 

 

Enable Transmit Code 
11 Check Digit 

transmit_checkdigit_code11 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

Verification must be enabled to 
transmit. 

Code 32 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

Code 32 enable_code32 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

Code 39 must be enabled to read 
Code 32. 
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Code 39 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

Code 39 enable_code39 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

ASCII Mode ascii_code39 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Enable Code 39 Check 
Digit Verification 

checkdigit_code39 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Enable Transmit Code 
39 Check Digit 

transmit_checkdigit_code39 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

(verification must be enabled to 
transmit) 

Code 93 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

Code 93 enable_code93 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Code 128 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

Code 128 enable_code128 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Data Matrix/Data Matrix Inverse 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

Data Matrix enable_datamatrix Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Mirror mirror_datamatrix integer Never:0,  

Mirror Only:1,  

Both:2 

  

Polarity polarity_datamatrix integer Dark on Light:0, 
Either:2,  
Light on Dark:1 

  

EAN 8 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

EAN 8 enable_ean8 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Convert to EAN 13 convert_to_ean13_ean8 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Enable EAN8 check 
digit transmission 

transmit_checkdigit_ean8 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 
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EAN 13 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

EAN 13 enable_ean13 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

GS1 128 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

GS1 128 enable_gs1128 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

GS1 DataBar 14 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

GS1 DataBar 14 enable_gs1databar_14 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

CC-A/B enable_gs1databar_ccab Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

CC-C enable_gs1databar_ccc Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Expanded enable_gs1databar_expanded Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Limited enable_gs1databar_limited Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Han Xin Code 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

Han Xin Code enable_hanxin Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Interleaved 2 of 5 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

Interleaved 2 of 5 enable_interleaved2of5 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Check Digit 
Verification 

checkdigit_interleaved2of5 integer Disabled:0, OPCC:2,  
USS:1 

  

Quiet Zone quietzone_interleaved2of5 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Enable Transmit 
Interleaved 2 of 5 
check digit 

transmit_checkdigit_ 
interleaved2of5 

Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Scan length 
constraint scheme 

length_type_interleaved2of5 String ONE_DISCREET_LENGTH 

TWO_DISCREET_LENGTHS 

LENGTH_WITHIN_RANGE 

ANY_LENGTH 

The value selected governs the 
usage of the two integer fields 
that follow. For 
TWO_DISCRETE_LENGTHS 
and 
LENGTH_WITHIN_RANGE, it 
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does not matter which value is 
in which field. 

  length1_interleaved2of5 integer 0..55  14 Applicable for all scheme 
choices except ANY, which 
ignores it. Default value applies 
only to 
ONE_DISCRETE_LENGTH 

  length2_interleaved2of5 integer 0..55  0 Applicable for 
TWO_DISCRETE_LENGTHS 
and 
LENGTH_WITHIN_RANGE; 
ignored otherwise. 

Inverse 1D 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

1D polarity setting polarity_one_d String dark_on_light 
light_on_dark 
either 

Note underscores between each 
word in each string 

ISBT 128 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

ISBT 128 enable_isbt128 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

ISBT: International Society of Blood 
Transfusion. 

Concatenation isbt_concatenation integer Disable:0, 
Enable:1, 
Autodiscriminate:2 

Disable ISBT Concatenation - The 
device does not concatenate pairs 
of ISBT codes it encounters. 

Enable ISBT Concatenation - There 
must be two ISBT codes in order for 
the device to decode and perform 
concatenation. The device does not 
decode single ISBT symbols. 

Autodiscriminate ISBT 
Concatenation - The device 
decodes and concatenates pairs of 
ISBT codes immediately. If only a 
single ISBT symbol is present, the 
device must decode the symbol the 
number of times set via ISBT 
Concatenation Redundancy before 
transmitting its data to confirm that 
there is no additional ISBT symbol. 

Check ISBT Table for 
Valid Concatenation 
Pairs 

check_isbt_table Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

If you enable ISBT Concatenation, 
enable Check ISBT Table to 
concatenate only those pairs found 
in this table. 

Concatenation 
Redundancy 

isbt_concatenation_ 
redundancy 

integer 2...10...20 With ISBT Concatenation set to 
Autodiscriminate, this option sets 
the number of times the device 
must decode an ISBT symbol 
before determining that there is no 
additional symbol. 
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Matrix 2 of 5 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

Matrix 2 of 5 enable_matrix2of5 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Checksum checkdigit_matrix2of5 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Enable Transmit Matrix 
2 of 5 check digit 

transmit_checkdigit_matrix2of5 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Micro PDF417 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

Micro PDF417 enable_micropdf Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Micro QR 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

Micro QR enable_microqr Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

MSI Plessy 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

MSI Plessy enable_msiplessey Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Number of check digits numcheckdigits_msiplessey integer One Digit:0, 
Two Digits:1 

  

Enable Transmit MSI 
check digit 

transmit_checkdigit_msiplessey Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Check Digit Algorithm checkdigitalgo_msiplessey integer MOD 10/MOD 11:0, 
MOD 10/MOD 10:1 

  

PDF 417 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

PDF 417 enable_pdf417 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

QR/QR Inverse 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

QR enable_qr Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Polarity polarity_qr integer Dark on Light:0 
Either:2 
Light on Dark:1 
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UPC-A 
 

 
Note: Enable EAN/UPC supplementals 

Enable EAN/UPC supplementals per option in Administrative settings to enable 

supplementals for UPC-A or UPC-E or both. 
 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

UPC-A enable_upca Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Transmit UPC-A Preamble preamble_upca integer No preamble:0,  
System Character Only: 1,  
System and Country Code:2 

  

Enable Transmit UPC-A 
check digit 

checkdigit_upca Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

UPC-E 
 

 
Note: Enable EAN/UPC supplementals 

Enable EAN/UPC supplementals per option in Administrative settings to enable 

supplementals for UPC-A or UPC-E or both. 
 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

UPC-E enable_upce Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

  

Transmit UPC-E Preamble preamble_upce integer No preamble:0,  
System Character Only: 1 
System and Country code:2 

  

Enable Transmit UPC-E 
check digit 

checkdigit_upce Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 
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Chapter 3: Batt Life 

 The Batt Life application displays the current condition of the battery and allows the user 

to adjust charge alerts and other parameters and metrics. The configurable parameters are 

controlled by the user unless otherwise set in an EMM. 

Configurable parameters 

 

Reporting screens: 

Battery condition Battery condition (continued)
 Additional metrics, etc. 
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Configurable Options 
UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Values  Remarks  

Alarm Volume  batt_alarm_volume  integer  50..100  Slider. User setting. 

Percent volume, constrained 
to the upper half of the range.  

Enable battery 
monitoring  

batt_life_enabled  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

On/Off 

Vibrate  vibrate_enabled  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

On/Off  

The phone vibrates once 
every 10 seconds. 

Sound  sound_enabled  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

On/Off 

Alarm tone batt_alarm_tone string Pick from list of 
available tones 

 

Low battery threshold  alert_level  integer 
choice  

15, 20  Percent remaining battery 
when alert is triggered  

Snooze Time  batt_alarm_snooze_time  integer 
choice  

1, 2, 3, 4, 5  Minutes  

Battery optimization 
whitelist 

App_battery_opt_whitelist_desc string  Comma delimited list of 
package names 

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 

Battery optimization 

Android’s “Battery Saver” mode curtails functionality in order to conserve battery life. However, it 

also reduces functionality by turning off apps that an administrator might want to remain 

operational. Such applications must be “whitelisted”. See Settings> Battery> [3 vertical dots]> 

Battery optimization. Several Spectralink apps are on the whitelist. These apps operate under 

the covers and are vital to the functionality of Versity. They are: SAM Client, Sys Updater, and 

Web API. 

The Versity User Guide warns Versity users not to use battery saver mode but administrators 

should be aware that the option to do so cannot be disabled. 
 

 
Caution: Whitelisting apps increases battery usage 

Be aware that apps added to the white list to bypass Battery Optimization will 

increase battery usage by staying awake. Ensure your users have extra batteries 

available and know how to do a Hot Swap. 
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Chapter 4: Biz Phone 

 The Biz Phone app is Spectralink’s SIP telephony application for Versity devices. 

Biz Phone may be used for telephony functions with a SIP-capable call server. The below 

settings may be used to enable and configure the Biz Phone application to work with a SIP-

capable call server. 
 

 
Note: User-controlled settings are not listed 

The Biz Phone app has a number of settings available to the user that are not 

controlled by SAM or an EMM. These settings are not listed here. 
 

Enable SIP 

Enables/disables the Spectralink SIP application used for call routing, dial plan, DTMF, and URL 

dialing. 

If enabled, the Spectralink Biz Phone application is used for placing and receiving calls with a 

SIP telephony server. 

UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Values  

Enable SIP  sip_enabled  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false  

 

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text, which appears first, from the value sent to phone. 
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Registration 1 and 2 
 

 
Admin Tip: Call Server Redundancy 

If you wish to configure devices for Call Server Redundancy, see the Technical 

Bulletin CS-18-10 Spectralink Versity Call Server Redundancy available on the 

Spectralink Support site at: 

https://support.spectralink.com/versity 
 

Example of a Biz Phone settings menu as it appears to the user when controlled by the administrator (options are 
grayed) 

   

SIP server 

All smartphones using the same SIP server use the same entry in this field. Two formats are 

recognized by the smartphone: 

Format A: domain 

Accepts: IP address, DNS A-name record using a FQDN, or a DNS SRV record that can be 

resolved to an IP address. The [domain] value should be resolvable to a server that accepts SIP 

registrations.  

Default value: none 

Registration requests, SIP INVITEs, and other SIP requests will be composed in the form of 

[extension]@[domain] and will be delivered to the IP address of [domain], whether obtained 

through DNS lookup or provided by an IP address. If the SIP server requires requests in the 

form of Extension@SIP_Domain_Name, and you wish to use this format, then you should 

create a DNS SRV record with the SIP_Domain_Name pointing to the server’s address. If you 

https://support.spectralink.com/versity
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configure a DNS SRV record that returns a port number it will override the port value you 

configured in the SIP Settings. 

Format B: [domain]; [serverspec1] 

Accepts: domain = SIP Domain Name; serverspec1 = a dotted-decimal IP address, a hostname, 

or a SRV record that can be resolved to an IP address.  

Registration requests, SIP Invites, and SIP messages will be sent in the form of 

[extension]@[domain], will be delivered to the IP address specified after the semicolon, whether 

obtained through DNS lookup or provided by an IP address. If the SIP server requires requests 

in the form of [extension]@[SIP_Domain_Name] and you wish to use this format, you should 

specify the [SIP_Domain_Name], followed by a semicolon, and then the address, hostname, or 

SRV record that can be resolved to the address to which you want SIP messages delivered. 

SIP server port 

The port value entered here must match the port used in the SIP server to accept connection 

requests.  

If utilizing a DNS SRV record, the SIP Server Port should be specified through the SRV record 

and left blank in this field. If you specify a port number here, then the Versity smartphone will not 

attempt to use SRV records at all to discover the SIP Server address and instead will only query 

for a DNS A record. if you configure a DNS SRV record that returns a port number it will 

override the port value you configured in the SIP Settings. 

Transport 

The network transport protocol. 
 

 

Admin Tip: Which network transport protocol to use? 

Certain call servers drop calls when coming back into Wi-Fi coverage after walking out of 

range. This issue only occurs when using TCP for SIP. A potential work around for the issue 

is to switch to using UDP for SIP. 
 

SRTP enable 

[To be implemented in a later release.] 

Extension 

Enter the extension number for the device. This entry should be different for each smartphone. 

This field is required and must be populated in order to achieve a successful SIP registration. It 

is the user part of the SIP Address of Record. 
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Example 

If the extension is 1002, the Address of Record would become 1002@Spectralink.com where 

1002 is the extension number and Spectralink.com is the server value set above.  

Username 

SIP digest authentication User ID to be used for SIP registration. For many call servers this will 

be the same as the Extension Number, though some call servers offer the ability to have a 

Username that is unique from the Extension Number. 

Password 

The SIP digest authentication password to be used for SIP registration.  

Voicemail retrieval address 

The number to dial to retrieve voicemail messages.  
 

 
Admin Tip 

Many call servers will send this information in the Message-Account field of the SIP NOTIFY 

message to the Spectralink smartphones automatically when the smartphone initially 

registers.  

Leave this field blank to allow the smartphone to attempt auto-discovery of this parameter 

using the call server provided message-account field address.  

If long-pressing the #1 key in the dialer does not initiate a successful call to the voicemail 

system, then populate this field with the number to dial to retrieve a voicemail message (the 

voicemail system’s pilot number.). Invites will be sent to: 

voicemail_retrieval_address@Server 
 

Allow call forwarding  

(not available on Registration 2) 

The administrator can determine whether the phone is allowed to activate call forwarding. If this 

is turned off then you don't see Call Forwarding in the app menu. 

Use vendor protocol if licensed 

Only applies to Cisco SPP phones. It's enabled by default which means that the phone supports 

the signaling to work with CUCM. If this is turned off then all the special Cisco signaling is 

disabled – the phone works like a non-Cisco SPP phone. 
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Use SIP standard hold signaling 

When enabled: Uses SDP media direction parameters (such as a=sendonly) per RFC 3264 

when initiating a call. 

When disabled: Reverts to RFC2543 hold mechanisms (redirects media to 0.0.0.0 when 

initiating hold) 
 

 

Spectralink recommends leaving this setting enabled unless hold / resume is not functioning 
correctly on the call server you are attempting to interoperate against. 

 

Force subscription to message waiting notifications 

Most call servers will subscribe a smartphone for waiting indicator (MWI) notifications 

automatically when it registers. Some call servers may require that a smartphone send a 

separate SIP SUBSCRIBE request in order to receive message waiting notifications. Spectralink 

recommends that customers leave this setting disabled unless the Versity smartphone is not 

receiving message waiting indicators.  

Enabled: Causes the smartphone to send a separate SIP SUBSCRIBE request to the Server 

address for Message Waiting Notifications 

Disabled: The smartphone will not send a separate SIP SUBSCRIBE request to the Server 

address for message waiting Notifications 

Allow contact header updates 

Allows updates of the call control Contact address using the topmost SIP Via. 

Enabled: Will replace the Contact Header with the received IP address and port values 

contained in the Via of the 200 OK response to SIP Registration. Versity will then renew the SIP 

Registration using the updated Contact information, and subsequent Invites and Registration 

requests will be made using the updated Contact information for call control messaging. 

Disabled: SIP Message Headers will use the smartphone's local IP address in the Contact field 

for all call control messaging 

Disable Call Waiting 

In some facilities, call waiting becomes more of an annoyance than a desirable feature. In those 

cases, the administrator may disable call waiting. 

Specify new TCP port in contact header 

This parameter is disabled by default. 
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If enabled, it causes the smartphone to open a new listening port for TCP and put that port 

number in the contact header field. This parameter should be enabled if the network does not 

support SIP connection reuse. 

Ui label  Key  Type  Allowed Values  Remarks  

Server address  sip1_server_address  string  domain name or IP 
address  

   

Server port  sip1_server_port  integer  5060     

Transport  sip1_transport  string  TCP, UDP     

Use SRTP  sip1_srtp_enable  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false  

To be implemented 
in a later release. 

Extension number  sip1_extension  string        

Username  sip1_username  string        

Password  sip1_password  string        

Voice mail retrieval 
address  

sip1_voicemail_retrieval_address  string        

Allow call forwarding sip1_callfeature_callforwarding_ena
ble 

Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Use vendor protocol if 
licensed 

sip1_vendor_protocol Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Use vendor protocol if 
licensed 

Sip2_vendor_protocol Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Use sip standard hold 
signaling  

sip1_standard_hold_signaling  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

Force subscription to 
message waiting 
notification  

sip1_force_subs_message  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

Allow contact header 
updates  

sip1_allow_contact_header  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

Disable call waiting sip1_disable_call_waiting 

sip2_disable_call_waiting 

Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Specify new TCP port 
in contact header  

sip1_use_new_tcp_port  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 

Common settings 

Audio DSCP 

Specify the DSCP of packets. This value should be a decimal number. The default DCSP is 46. 

Leaving this value blank will enter the default value. This field accepts decimal values from 0 to 

63.  

Call control DSCP 

Specify the DSCP of packets. 
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Caution: Changing Call Control DSCP values requires a smartphone reboot 

Call Control DSCP values do not take effect until the smartphone reboots or SIP service is 

restarted. 

Audio codec priority 

Codec settings are prioritized by assigning a number to each with 1 being the highest. A setting 

of 0 (zero) means the codec is disabled. Codecs do not have to be set identically for each 

smartphone. Options: 

• G.711u 

• G.711a 

• G.722 

• G.729A 

DTMF relay payload type 

Spectralink recommends leaving this value at the default setting (96) unless the far end will not 

accept the default value. Entering a different value allows the RFC2833 DTMF telephone-event 

payload type advertised in the SDP of SIP messaging to be modified. Value should be a 

decimal number (no leading characters). 
 

 
Note: telephone-event payload values 

The handset will honor the SDP telephone-event value returned by the called party for 

DTMF payload negotiation, and will match the SDP telephone-event payload value type of 

received invites, but modifying this parameter will change the telephone-event payload type 

the endpoint advertises in initial invites 
 

Force In-band DTMF tones 

This parameter is disabled by default. The handset advertises support for RFC2833 through the 

SIP SDP telephone-event media attribute. 

If enabled, the handset will not advertise support of the telephone-event parameters in the SIP 

SDP, and will result in In-band DTMF tones rather than RFC2833 tones. 
 

 

Note: Reversion to In-band DTMF 

Versity will revert to In-band DTMF if telephony event packages are not advertised in the 

SDP of the far end, regardless of the setting of this parameter. 
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Override automatic switch from UDP to TCP 

Section 18.1.1 of SIP RFC3261 mandates that SIP packets exceeding 1300 bytes in size should 

switch their transport protocol from UDP to TCP automatically. If this parameter is enabled 

Versity will no longer switch to TCP for packets greater than 1300 bytes. This parameter should 

be left disabled unless the SIP Server does not honor the RFC or unless you are advised to 

change this by Spectralink support personnel. 
 

UI Label Key Type Allowed Values Remarks 

Audio DSCP  sip_common_audio_dscp  integer  0…46…63    

Call Control DSCP  sip_common_call_control_dscp  integer  0…40…63    

Audio G.711u Codec 
Priority  

sip_common_codec_g711u_priority  integer  Listed First and 
Checked:1 

Enabled with priority 1  

Audio G.711a Codec 
Priority  

sip_common_codec_g711a_priority  integer  Listed Second 
and Checked:2 

Enabled with priority 2  

Audio G.722 Codec 
Priority  

sip_common_codec_g722_priority  integer  Listed Fourth and 
Not Checked:0 

Disabled  

Audio G.729a Codec 
Priority  

sip_common_codec_g729a_priority  integer  Listed Third and 
Not Checked:0 

Disabled  

DTMF Relay Payload 
Type  

sip_common_dtmf_relay_payload_type  integer  False  

Force In-Band DTMF 
Tones  

sip_common_force_in_band  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

On/Off 

Override automatic switch 
from UDP to TCP 

sip_common_override_switch_to_tcp Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

On/Off 

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 
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LDAP 
 

 

Caution: LDAP settings are highly specialized 

Prior to configuring the settings listed here, ensure you consult with your LDAP 

administrator and obtain accurate information for populating these settings correctly. 
 

You can connect your smartphone to a corporate directory server that supports the Lightweight 

Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) version 3.  Once configured, the corporate directory can be 

used by the smartphone. 

Versity smartphones currently support the following LDAP servers: 

• Microsoft® Active Directory® 

• Open LDAP Directory Server 2.4.12 

Spectralink smartphones support corporate directories that support server-side sorting and 

those that do not. For servers that do not support server-side sorting, sorting is performed on 

the smartphone. 
 

 
Admin Tip: Better performance with server-side sorting 

Spectralink recommends using corporate directories that have server-side sorting for better 

performance. Consult your LDAP Administrator when making any configuration changes for 

the corporate directory. For more information on LDAP attributes, see RFC 4510 - 

Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP):technical Specification Road Map. 
 

 
Web Info: Supported LDAP directories 

Configuration of a corporate directory depends on the LDAP server you use. For detailed 

explanations and examples of all currently supported LDAP directories, see Technical 

Bulletin 41137: Best Practices When Using Corporate Directory on Spectralink handsets. 
 

LDAP server address 

The IP address or hostname of the LDAP server interface to the corporate directory. For 

example, host.domain.com. 

LDAP server port 

The port that connects to the server if a full URL is not provided.  Common LDAP ports are 389 

and 636 for encrypted (TLS) [TLS not yet implemented]. 

Communication security type 

If you are using encryption, select the type: SSL, None, Start TLS [TLS not yet implemented]. 

http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4510
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4510
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LDAP Bind DN 

Distinguished Name for the site. An LDAP representation of the name of your domain. You may 

include the CN for the admin.  

LDAP Bind PW 

For OpenLDAP, a password is used to access the directory. 

LDAP Base DN 

Use the same value as the Bind DN. However, if you have a space or other special characters 

in the Bind DN name use encoded characters here. 

Primary email attribute 

In your implementation of LDAP, what attribute are you using for the primary email addresses of 

your contacts? E.g. mail or msExchxxx. 
 

 

Caution: The “mail” attribute should be validated against an email server 

The “mail” attribute may be a text field on the LDAP server and might not contain a valid 

email address. Be sure to verify email addresses against an email server in order to ensure 

that valid email addresses are being provided to smartphones. 
 

 

Caution: Use attributes that are populated by a single email address only 

Certain LDAP attributes may contain multiple emails—such as a primary address and a 

number of alias addresses. Use an attribute that provides only a single email address. 
 

Alternate email attribute 

A different field used for email addresses. For instance, you might have multiple mail servers or 

some contacts may use some other email address. 

Ui label  Key  Type  Allowed Values Remarks  

Server address  ldap_server_address_key  string  domain name or IP address     

Server port  ldap_server_port_key  string  decimal digits     

Communication security 
type  

ldap_comm_security_type_key  string  None, SSL, StartTLS [TLS not yet 
implemented]. 

Bind DN  ldap_bind_dn_key  string        

Bind password  ldap_bind_pw_key  string        

Base DN  ldap_base_dn_key  string        

Primary email attribute  ldap_primary_email_attribute_key  string        

Alternate email attribute  ldap_alternate_email_attribute_key  string        

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 
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User Controlled 

Settings under the User Settings heading are controlled by the user and not available to be 

controlled at the administrative level. 

 

Cisco Models Only 

Phone models with Cisco part numbers use the following additional settings. These are found 

under Settings> Registration 1> Call server features. See Cisco CUCM COP File 

Interoperability Guide. 

SIP settings in Biz Phone 

Label Key Type Allowed value Comments 

Allow iDivert  sip1_callfeature_idivert_enable  boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked: false  

   

Allow call forwarding sip1_callfeature_callforwarding_enable Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Allow call park  sip1_callfeature_callpark_enable  boolean  Checked:true , 
Unchecked: false  

   

Allow hunt group 
login/logout  

sip1_callfeature_hunt_group_logon_enable  boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked: false  

   

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 
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When using Cisco visual voicemail  

Label Key Type Allowed Value Comment 

Voicemail enable 
(for Cisco visual 
voicemail only) 

voicemail_enable  boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked: false  

 

Cisco Unity server 
address  

cisco_unity_connection_server_address  string  (empty string)  Meaningful only if Visual 
voicemail is enabled 

Username  cisco_unity_server_username  string  (empty string)  

Password  cisco_unity_server_password  string  (empty string)  

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 
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Chapter 5: Buttons 

 The Buttons allows users to program the buttons on Versity devices. User control can 

be disabled for all or any button. Most Allowed Values are self-explanatory. 

RunApplication 

A programmable button can be configured to open any app that is installed on the phone. When 

RunApplication is selected, a list of installed apps. Select the desired app. 

In SAM, when RunApplication is selected, you must enter the package name of the app. To 

enter a particular screen within the desired app, enter the activity name of that screen. Use the 

format <package name>/<package name>.<activity name>. E.g. for Biz Phone, the package 

name is com.spectralink.phone. The package name plus the dialer activity name is 

com.spectralink.phone/com.spectralink.phone.activities.Dialer. 

Spectralink package names 

If you want to activate a Spectralink app with a programmable button, use these package 

names: 

Batt Life  com.spectralink.battlife 

Buttons  com.spectralink.buttons 

Lens Grid  com.spectralink.lensgrid 

Biz Phone  com.spectralink.phone 

Device  com.spectralink.slnkdevicesettings 

Logging  com.spectralink.slnklogger 

Sys Updater  com.spectralink.slnkota 

PTT  com.spectralink.slnkptt 

SAFE  com.spectralink.slnksafe 

SAM Client  com.spectralink.slnksamclient 

VQO  com.spectralink.slnkvqo 

Web API  com.spectralink.slnkwebapi 

 
 

Ui label  Key  Type  Allowed Values  Remarks  

Enable 
button  

enable_button  boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

Left button 
user 
assigned  

enable_user_control_left_button  boolean  Checked:true, 
 Unchecked:false 
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Ui label  Key  Type  Allowed Values  Remarks  

Left button  button_left  string  No Action: no_action 
Alarm: alarm 
Back Key: back_key 
Home Key: home_key 
Menu Key: menu_key 
PTT: ptt 
RunApplication: run_app 
Scanner: scanner 
Volume Down: vol_down_button 
Volume Up: vol_up_button  
Custom 1: custom1 
Custom 2: custom2 
Custom 3: custom3 
Custom 4: custom4 

Phones without a barcode 
scanner will instead set "No 
Action" 

User control only when 
enable_user_control_left_ 
button is true 

Right button 
user 
assigned  

enable_user_control_right_button  boolean  Checked:true, 
 Unchecked:false 

   

Right button  button_right  string  No Action: no_action 
Alarm: alarm 
Back Key: back_key 
Home Key: home_key 
Menu Key: menu_key 
PTT: ptt 
RunApplication: run_app 
Scanner: scanner 
Volume Down: vol_down_button 
Volume Up: vol_up_button  
Custom 1: custom1 
Custom 2: custom2 
Custom 3: custom3 
Custom 4: custom4 

User control only when 
enable_user_control_right_
button is true  

Top button 
user 
assigned  

enable_user_control_top_button  boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

Top button  button_top  string  No Action: no_action 
Alarm: alarm 
Back Key: back_key 
Home Key: home_key 
Menu Key: menu_key 
PTT: ptt 
RunApplication: run_app 
Scanner: scanner 
Volume Down: vol_down_button 
Volume Up: vol_up_button  
Custom 1: custom1 
Custom 2: custom2 
Custom 3: custom3 
Custom 4: custom4 

User control only when 
enable_user_control_top_ 
button is true  

Fingerprint 
button user 
assigned  

enable_user_control_fingerprint_b
utton  

boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

Fingerprint  button_fingerprint  string  No Action: no_action 
Alarm: alarm 
Back Key: back_key 
Fingerprint: fingerprint 

User control only when 
enable_user_control_finger
print_button is true  
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Ui label  Key  Type  Allowed Values  Remarks  

Home Key: home_key 
Menu Key: menu_key 
PTT: ptt 
RunApplication: run_app 
Scanner: scanner 
Volume Down: vol_down_button 
Volume Up: vol_up_button  
Custom 1: custom1 
Custom 2: custom2 
Custom 3: custom3 
Custom 4: custom4 

Volume up 
button user 
assigned  

enable_user_control_vol_up_butto
n  

boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

Volume up  button_vol_up  string  No Action: no_action 
Alarm: alarm 
Back Key: back_key 
Home Key: home_key 
Menu Key: menu_key 
PTT: ptt 
RunApplication: run_app 
Scanner: scanner 
Volume Down: vol_down_button 
Volume Up: vol_up_button  
Custom 1: custom1 
Custom 2: custom2 
Custom 3: custom3 
Custom 4: custom4 

User control only when... 
enable_user_control_vol_ 
up_button is true  

Volume 
down button 
user 
assigned  

enable_user_control_vol_down_bu
tton  

boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

Volume 
down  

button_vol_down  string  No Action: no_action 
Alarm: alarm 
Back Key: back_key 
Home Key: home_key 
Menu Key: menu_key 
PTT: ptt 
RunApplication: run_app 
Scanner: scanner 
Volume Down: 
vol_down_button 
Volume Up: vol_up_button  
Custom 1: custom1 
Custom 2: custom2 
Custom 3: custom3 
Custom 4: custom4 

User control only when... 
enable_user_control_vol_ 
down_button is true  

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 
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Chapter 6: Device settings 

 The Device Settings app is Spectralink’s application that provides additional controls for 

the system administrator for Versity devices. 

Device settings menu 

 

   

 

User Restrictions 

In certain situations you may not want users to control settings. If you allow the toggle, you allow 

users to enable or disable these features at will. The toggle is enabled by default. 
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Allow Wi-Fi toggle 

Allow airplane mode toggle 

Allow DND quick settings tile 

If enabled, the DND tile is accessible to the user in the quick settings menu. If not enabled, the 

DND tile will not be available. 

Allow time zone configuration 

If enabled, the time zone is allowed to be manually changed on the phone by the end-user from 

Settings->System->Date & Time. 

 If disabled, the time zone is not allowed to be manually changed on the phone by the end-user. 

Allow time format configuration 

If enabled, the time format is allowed to be manually changed on the phone by the end-user 

from 'Settings->System->Date & Time-> Use 24-hour format'. 

If disabled, the time format is not allowed to be manually changed on the phone by the end-

user. 

Allow automatic time zone toggle 

If enabled, the automatic time zone toggle is allowed to be manually changed on the phone by 

the end-user from 'Settings->System->Date & Time-> Automatic date & time'. 

If disabled, the automatic time zone toggle is not allowed to be manually changed on the phone 

by the end-user. 

UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Remarks  

Allow Wi-Fi 
toggle  

allow_wifi_toggle  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

Allow airplane 
mode toggle  

allow_airplane_mode_toggle  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

Allow DND quick 
settings tile 

allow_dnd_qs_tile Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Allow time zone 
configuration  

allow_config_timezone  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

Allow time zone 
configuration 

allow_config_auto_timezone  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

User controllable. LTE only. 

Allow automatic 
time zone toggle 

auto_timezone  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

Auto-time zone on/off. LTE 
only. 

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 
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Time  

NTP server address 

For devices that are not connected to the internet and therefore getting their time from Google 

or some other cloud server, a local time server should be deployed. LTE phones with a SIM 

card use time server provided by Google. 

Time zone 

A drop-down list of all the available time zones. 'Unset/Deferred' will not set a time zone via this 

configuration/remotely. 

 

 
Caution: Select time zone settings by country/region/city 

The time zone settings in the drop-down list are listed by country/region/city and 

also have a number setting under “Etc”. (Etc/GMT+/- ##). However, the number 

values (e.g -2 or +2) are reversed from usual GMT time designations. Your setting 

for Etc/GMT+2 will be transposed into the actual setting of GMT-2).  Therefore, 

Spectralink recommends using the country/region/city option whenever possible. 
 

Time display format 

A drop-down list of the options: 'Unset/Deferred', '12 Hours', and '24 Hours'. 'Unset/Deferred' will 

not set a time format via this configuration/remotely.  

Automatic time zone 

A toggle when enabled will use the network provided time zone. 

Automatic time zone (LTE only) 

• Time zone—list 

• Time display format—12 hours or 24 hours 
 

     

NTP server address ntp_server  string  Domain name or IP 
address  

   

Time zone  timezone  choice  "Unset/Deferred"  Select from list or 
Unset/Deferred 

Time format  timeformat  choice  Unset/Deferred, "12 
Hours", "24 Hours"  

Unset/Deferred = device user 
can change time zone and 
format from system Settings 
app. Settings> System> Date 
and time 
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Automatic time zone allow_config_auto_timezone Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 

Device Info 

Four text fields are provided for more information about the user who is assigned this phone. 

This information appears in notifications to the device. 

     

Device Info 1  device_info_1  string  ""   

Device Info 2  device_info_2  string  ""   

Device Info 3  device_info_3  string  ""   

Device Info 4  device_info_4  string  ""   

Display Device Info  allow_display_device_info  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked: false  
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Chapter 7: Lens Grid 

 The Lens Grid app is Spectralink’s application to apply a standardized grid to the on-

board camera for consistent measurement of objects using Versity devices. 
 

 
Caution: Not a precision instrument 

The Lens Grid app makes Versity into a useful device for taking comparative 

photos over time. Measurements are all approximate and accuracy will vary 

depending on lighting conditions, distance from object, color variations and so forth. 

For best results: 

• Maintain a distance greater than 10 cm or 4 inches and less than 1 meter or 

1 yard. Accuracy outside this range can vary greatly. 

• For comparative photos, maintain a consistent distance from the object. 

• Maintain consistent lighting conditions. 
 

UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Values Remarks  

Enable Lens Grid  grid_camera_enable  boolean  Checked:true,  
Unchecked:false 

 

Lens Grid Size  grid_camera_size  string  grid_camera_size_auto: auto 
grid_camera_size_1: 1cm 
grid_camera_size_5: 5cm 
grid_camera_size_10: 10cm 
grid_camera_size_quarter_inch: 1/4" 
grid_camera_size_1_inch: 1" 
grid_camera_size_5_inch: 5"  
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Chapter 8: Logging 

 The Logging app is Spectralink’s application for the management of diagnostic 

information by the system administrator for Versity devices. 

A logging server provides valuable logging information about the smartphone’s operation.  

App menu 

 
 

 

Caution: LTE phone should not use logging 

Logging requires a fair amount of data usage. When LTE phones are using data on 

the cellular network, they can easily exceed their limit. Therefore, disable logging 

on LTE phones while using an LTE data connection. 
 

Syslog Settings 

Syslog settings are opened from the App menu. 

Syslog Settings menus 
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Spectralink recommends: Setting up a syslog server 

 

We recommend that you set up a syslog server as part of your initial deployment. 

Log messages provide a window into the smartphone’s operation. These messages can assist 

you in troubleshooting issues and understanding how the smartphone executes.  

Enable service 

Simply turns syslog on and off. 

Server address 

IP address of the syslog server, or the relevant DNS name. If a DNS address is used, it must be 

fully qualified, i.e. logPcap.spectralink.com. “logPcap” will not work. 

Server port 

The port associated with the syslog server. 

Logcat parameters (filter tag strings) 

Filter tag strings determine the verbosity of the syslog output. A full logcat capture option is 

available under Advanced debugging> Advanced logging. 

Spectralink’s log structure enables message filtering by priority. Messages may be further 

filtered on a tag field provided by the software. See this link for information about logging within 

the Android environment: 

https://developer.android.com/studio/command-line/logcat.html 

Enter the string for filtering per https://developer.android.com/studio/command-line/logcat.html 

Messages are buffered in the smartphone and can be retrieved through a USB download. See 

Advanced Debugging for more information. 

Examples of logcat strings for different severity levels using the filtering listed above: 

Logcat string Description 

*:S Silences all modules not mentioned explicitly as having other priorities. 

wpa_supplicant:i 
WifiStateMachine:i *:w 

Example final string for wireless detailed interest while keeping others at the default 
level. 

wpa_supplicant:i 
WifiStateMachine:i 

Gives good information about wireless. 

BizPhone:i Phone calls from the BizPhone application.  

SlnkOTA:i SysUpdater:i Info about code updates. 

https://developer.android.com/studio/command-line/logcat.html
https://developer.android.com/studio/command-line/logcat.html
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Logcat string Description 

BarcodeImpl:d Debug level for Barcode tags 

BatteryStatus:I,*:s Shows only Battery Status messages and silences all others 

SamClient:i SAM client 

WebAPI:i WebAPI 

PTT:i PTT 

audio:i adev:i ADCB:i audio 

 

Priority levels 

The Versity smartphones use the following priority values which are used in conjunction with 

filter expressions to focus log output. Priority levels filter messages according to a pre-

determined value assignment. The Verbose setting sends the most messages and is 

consequently the least useful. As settings increase in priority, less important messages are 

filtered out until you get to the fatal level where only those messages which indicate a fatal 

condition in the phone are reported.  

Depending on the program being used, the priority may be identified in the resulting message 

as a number or by the corresponding letter abbreviation. 

Priorities arranged from lowest to highest 

Setting Abbr Description 

Verbose v Produces the most messages. Not useful for monitoring except when used with a 
filter. 

Debug d Used for development. Not useful during operations. 

Info i Normal operational messages - may be harvested for reporting, measuring 
throughput, etc. - no action required. 

Warning w Indication that an error will occur if action is not taken. Graceful recovery possible if 
resolved within a given time. 

Error e Non-urgent failures which could eventually incapacitate the system. 

Fatal f The system has stopped executing correctly and should be corrected immediately. 

Silent S Nothing is printed 

 

 

Caution: Do not overload the system with log messages 

The Verbose and Debug levels can overwhelm the system and should not be 

configured as the overall logging level unless directed to do so by Spectralink 

support. Use log filter settings to obtain more detailed logging for a specific topic. 
 

What severity level to use 

Generally a fairly high priority level works best. Warning level is the default but you may select 

Info if you prefer more information. A high level keeps unnecessary messages from clogging the 

output. If you need more detail for certain types of messages, say Wi-Fi or SIP, use the filters at 
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a lower severity level to give you the information you need. A combination of a general high 

level with a specific filter at a lower level can help you pinpoint trouble spots without excessive 

messages to plow through. 

For example, you could use Warning as your general priority level and add a Verbose filter 

“barcode” for barcode messages. The output would contain every warning message and every 

message that contains “barcode” in its content. 

If you need more detail for certain types of messages, say Wi-Fi or SIP, use the filters at a lower 

severity level to give you the information you need. 

Syslog parameters 

UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Values  

Enable service  log_enable  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Server Address  server_address  string  Domain name or IP 
address.  

 

Server Port  server_port  integer  514   

Logcat Parameters  logcat_param  string  *:w  Add valid logcat command-
line parameters 

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 
 

 
Admin Tip 

See https://developer.android.com/studio/command-line/logcat for the Android 

Studio User Guide Logcat section  
 

Analyzing a syslog report 

Log notation  Description 

Nov 12 13:36:50 Log server’s time stamp 

172.29.115.103 Smartphone’s IP address 

00907aa7eca2 Smartphone’s MAC address 

11-12 13:36:48.873   Smartphone’s time stamp 

2063  2063 Internal fields 

i Level (in this case, Info) 

BizPhone: Smartphone app 

OnPlaceCallReceiver. App module 

onReceive Module function 

placing call to 215 Message (215 is the smartphone’s extension) 

https://developer.android.com/studio/command-line/logcat
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Report a Bug 

Report a bug is the first item on the main menu. The user interface provides a summary of the 

type and time of the report. The bug report is uploaded to the server specified in the upload 

server option in Advanced debugging. 

 

Report a bug menu 

 

Advanced Debugging 

Advanced debugging is offered on the main menu. The default password is “admin”. 
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Advance debugging allows you to access technical debugging utility features on the Versity 

smartphone.  
 

UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Remarks  

Advanced Debugging 
Password 

adv_debug_pass  string  Any valid keyboard entries  
admin 

 

Advanced debugging menu 

  

 

 
Admin Tip: Use of Dial codes 

Dial codes are provided for several Advanced debugging menu options listed 

below. Use the Google dialer to enter the dial sequence and access the 

corresponding option. 
 

Advanced Logging 

See Advanced logging section below. 

MMI self test 

Dial Code: *#2886# 

Select “MANU” and run a specific test  

Auto1 used in assemble product line to test the phone HW module related functionality. Auto2 

used after stick LCD. It is to double check some functionality that will be impacted by Sticking 

LCD  

Phone and Wi-Fi information 

Dial Code:*#*#4636#*#  

Run this to get phone information, usage statistics, and Wi-Fi information.  
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Feedback 

Dial Code *#*#0574#*# 

IMEI number 

Dial Code: *#06# 

The IMEI number pertains to the LTE models—96xx.  This option displays the IMEI number (if 

present). No number appears on the 95xx models. 

BT test mode 

Dial Code: *#*#2581#*#* 

Typically used for testing hardware. It is used to test Bluetooth RF Using CMU500, DUT on 
means enable BT RF testing mode, DUT off means: turn off the testing mode 

Engineering menu 

Dial Code: *58468# 

Typically used by T2M HW team for testing. Switch TX/RX.  

It is used to test antenna OTA and RF Desense.  

• DRX only ： means only enable RX diversity antenna , disable main antenna；  

• PRX only： means only enable RX main antenna disable diversity antenna；  

• DRX and PRX： means enable diversity antenna and main antenna at the same time  

Device information 

Dial Code *#0000# 

Most if not all entries can be accessed by the Settings menu. 

Model number  
Hardware version  
MEID  
ESN  
Baseband version  
PRL version  

Android version  
Software version  
Meta version  
IMSI  
UIM ID  
SID  

NID  
MSPL ID  
MLPL ID  
EPRL ID  
ICCID  
IMEI  

Switch Diag Protector on/off 

Dial Code: ###2324# 

QXDM and QPST use this same diag port to communicate. This trigger switches the port on/off. 

Enable QXDM logs in user version of code. If DiagProtector ON you can collect QXDM logs.  
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Advanced logging 

  

Upload server configuration 

 

Take bug report now 

This option is the same as the Report a Bug option on the first page of the app. 

/sdcard/LoggerAppDebugData/Bugreport/ 

A bug report contains device logs, stack traces, and other diagnostic information to help debug 

issues. 

When a valid upload server is configured, the bug report will be zipped and uploaded when 

finished. The bug report will be retained on the device 

(/sdcard/LoggerAppDebugData/Bugreport/Archive) after it has been uploaded to server. 

The bugreport will be queued for upload if there isn’t a server or network available. The 

bugreport will be uploaded once the server becomes available. 

File naming format: MAC_TimeStamp_LogType_PlatformBuildNumber_AppBuildNumber  

Example:  

00907aa7daeb_20190111_1413_bugreport_1.3.0.vB43-0_local.zip  

Logcat 

/sdcard/LoggerAppDebugData/Logcat/  
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A logging system that provides a mechanism for collecting and viewing system debug output. 

The logs are from various applications and portions of the system that are collected in a series 

of circular buffers.  

Clickable "Logcat" which presents a dialog with options to:  

•  Checkbox to enable logcat collection  

• Text box to set max size of file (1024 – 12288 KB)   

• Positive option to start logging "OKAY"   

• Negative option to "CANCEL" dialog menu  

When a valid upload server is configured the logcat will be zipped and uploaded when it 

reaches the max size. The file will roll over to a new file once it reaches the max size. The 

logcat will be retained on the device (/sdcard/LoggerAppDebugData/Logcat/Archieve) after it 

has been uploaded to server.   

The logcat file(s) will be queued for upload if there isn’t a server or network available. The logcat 

file(s) will be uploaded once the server becomes available.  

File naming format: MAC_TimeStamp_LogType_PlatformBuildNumber_AppBuildNumber.  

Example:  

00907aa7daeb_20190114_1136_013_logcat_-v_threadtime_-b_all_1.3.0.vB43-0_local.zip  

Start/Stop network capture 

/sdcard/LoggerAppDebugData/Slnkdump/ 

Prints the contents of network packets to pcap file that can be analyzed using Wireshark parsing 

tool. It can read packets from a network interface (wlan0) or from a previously created saved 

packet file.  
 

 
Note: Auto filtering for network capture 

Network capture collects a wireless capture from Layer 3 and above. The capture 

includes SIP messages and the like and can be viewed with Wireshark or 

Omnipeek.  

For traffic reduction purposes, Slnkdump does not capture traffic between the 

phone and the servers used for SysUpdater, syslog, or the advanced logging. 

Messages from the IP addresses or DNS names of the syslog server, upload 

server and sys updater servers will not appear in the capture.  

However, messages from any other server on the same network will not be filtered 

out. 
 

“Start/Stop Slnkdump”, when pressed will start a network capture. The summary will transition 

from [/sdcard/LoggerAppDebugData/Slnkdump] -> [Running...].   
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When running the click will stop the current network session.  

When a valid upload server is configured the network logs (non-live files) will be zipped and 

uploaded every 5 minutes. The file will roll over to new file once it reaches max size of 30MB or 

5mins. The network logs will be retained on device 

(/sdcard/LoggerAppDebugData/Slnkdump/Archieve) after it has been uploaded to server.   

The network capture files will be queued for upload if there isn’t a server or network available. 

The network capture files will be uploaded once the server becomes available.  

File naming format: MAC_LogType_TimeStamp.zip  

Example:  

00907aa7ec76_capture-2019-01-14_10.50.44-0000.zip  

QXDM 
 

 
Note: Capturing Bluetooth logs 

To capture Bluetooth logs use “Take bugreport now” instead of QXDM Bluetooth. 
 

/sdcard/LoggerAppDebugData/Qxdm 

QXDM - Qualcomm Extensible Diagnostic Monitor is real-time low-level collection and 

diagnostic tool for capturing performance data for LTE, Wi-Fi, Audio, Bluetooth, GPS, and 

Sensors.  

Clickable "Qxdm" which presents dialog with options to:  

• Checkbox to enable Qxdm collection  

• Pick list to select configuration file   

• Positive option to start logging "OKAY"   

• Negative option to "CANCEL" dialog menu  

If there is running session and dialog menu is invoked it will deselect checkbox.  If you 

“CANCEL” it will continue to run and continue to have the checkbox deselected (known bug).   

If there is a running session and the dialog menu is invoked it will deselect checkbox.  If you 

“OKAY” it will stop the running session.    

When a valid upload server is configured the qxdm logs (non-live files) will be zipped and 

uploaded every 5 minutes. The file will roll over to new file once it reaches max size of 25MB. 

The qxdm will be retained on device (/sdcard/LoggerAppDebugData/Qxdm/Archieve) after it has 

been uploaded to server. 

The qxdm files will be queued for upload if there isn’t a server or network available. The Qxdm 

files will be uploaded once the server becomes available.  

File naming format: MAC_LogType_TimeStamp.zip  
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Example:  

00907aa7ec76_diag_log_20190114_1056141547488574155-000o.zip  

Zip file password protect 

Enable/Disable Toggle 

When enabled all zipped files will be password protected with advanced debugging password.  

Upload server address 

Dialog menu to set IP address or hostname 

Server is used for continuous uploads of logging files – bugreports, logcat, slnkdump, and qxdm 

Upload server port 

Upload server network protocol 

Select HTTP or HTTPS 
 

UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Remarks  

Take bug report 
now 

slnklogger_bugreport Boolean Checked:true, Unchecked:false Capture Bug Report 

Logcat  slnklogger_logcat Boolean Checked:true, Unchecked:false Capture logcat 

Logcat File Size 
(MB) 

slnklogger_logcat_size integer 1024 - 12288 (12 MB)   

Start/stop 
network capture  

slnklogger_slnkdump Boolean Checked:true, Unchecked:false  

Network capture 
settings 

slnklogger_crash_dump Boolean Checked:true, Unchecked:false Enables network 
capture 

Snapshot length slnkdump_snaplen Integer 114     0 - 2147483647  Snapshot length if 
set to zero (0) 
enters TCPdump 
default value of 
65535 but the 
display value 
remains at 0. 

QXDM slnklogger_qxdm_log Boolean Checked:true, Unchecked:false Enable/disable 

QXDM settings slnklogger_qxdm_configuration string audio_network.cfg,  
BT_WLAN_FM.cfg, 
driver_sensors.cfg,  
GNSS_New.cfg,  
network_related.cfg, 
nw_uim_ds_wms.cfg, 
protocol_audio_vocoder.cfg, 
custom.cfg  
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UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Remarks  

Allow on-device 
configuration 

slnklogger_edit_override Boolean Checked:true, Unchecked:false Permits changes to 
logging 
configuration for 
this phone only. 

Dload mode slnklogger_dload  Boolean Checked:true, Unchecked:false Enable/Disable 
crash dump USB 
download mode 

Zip file password 
protect 

slnklogger_zip_password Boolean Checked:true, Unchecked:false  

File upload 
Server 

slnklogger_server_address string 
 

 

File upload Port slnklogger_server_port integer 80  

File Upload 
Protocol 

slnklogger_transport_settings integer HTTP:0, HTTPS:1  

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 
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Chapter 9: PTT 

 The Push-to-talk (PTT) app is Spectralink’s radio multicast app for Versity devices. 

Spectralink Versity smartphones can operate in a group broadcast mode called Push-to-talk 

(PTT). 
 

 

Caution: PTT compatibility with earlier Spectralink models 

If you are planning to use Spectralink Versity smartphones with the 84-Series 

handsets and need to deploy PTT so both families can send and receive 

transmissions to each other, you must disable compatibilityMode in the 84-Series 

Config files. See the Spectralink 84-Series Administration Guide for full information. 
 

PTT Main menu 

  

Administrative Settings 

Enable / Disable PTT 

PTT must be enabled in order for it to be activated on the selected handsets. 

Username 

This is the “caller ID” that displays on the broadcast. If nothing is entered, the default is 

“anonymous”. 
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Multicast address 

Enter the multicast address for broadcast traffic.  

The default address is 224.0.1.116 and has been reserved with the Internet Assigned Number 

Authority in Spectralink’s name. 

Codec 

Select either G.711Mu or G.726. For interoperability with 84-Series handsets and Pivot (87-

Series) smartphones, use G.711. For Versity alone, use G.726. 

Transmit audio frame size 

The default audio payload size is 30 milliseconds.  
 

 

Note: Matching codec transmit audio frame size and multi-cast address 

Codec transmit audio frame size and multi-cast address must match on all phone 

models in the same communication group (all sharing the same PTT channel).  
 

Audio redundancy 

When audio redundancy is enabled, the Spectralink Versity smartphone will re-send the 

previous audio payload in the next frame that it transmits.  

If redundancy is enabled, the Spectralink Versity smartphone will transmit audio payloads as 

follows: 

1 Packet 1 contains audio payload 1. 

1 Packet 2 contains audio payload 1 and audio payload 2. 

2 Packet 3 contains audio payload 2 and audio payload 3. 

3 Etc. 

If redundancy is disabled, the Spectralink Versity smartphone will transmit audio payloads as 

follows: 

1 Packet 1 contains audio payload 1. 

2 Packet 2 contains audio payload 2. 

3 Packet 3 contains audio payload 3. 

4 Etc. 

Default channel 

The default channel is the channel that will broadcast when the Talk button is pressed. The user 

can change the default channel. 
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Caution: Ensure the user is subscribed to the default channel and can 

transmit on it. 

Do not set a default channel and neglect to subscribe the user to it. 

Ensure “Can Transmit” is checked for the default channel. 

Emergency call volume 

When transmitting over channel 25, the emergency channel, the volume can be set to broadcast 

at a higher volume. The user can adjust this volume but only for the current broadcast. 

Administrative parameters 
 

UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Values Remarks  

Enable PTT enable_ptt  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false  

(cms)  

Username:  username  string  text  (cms) Usually set at Device or 
Group level  

Multi-cast address:  multicast_address  string  domain name or IP 
address  

   

Codec:  codec  string  G.711Mu, G.726     

Audio transmit period  transmit_audio_frame_size  integer  20..30..80  Measured in milliseconds 

Audio redundancy audio_redundancy  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false  

   

Default channel:  default_channel  integer  Ordinal of any defined 
channel  

   

Adjust emergency call 
volume:  

emrgncy_call_volume  integer  0 - 100  (cms)  

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 

PTT Channel Settings 

With PTT, the administrator subscribes users to some or all of these channels to receive, and 

optionally send, PTT broadcasts. In PTT mode, the handsets behave like walkie-talkies:the 

handset transmits audio over a built-in speakerphone and recipients can respond to the 

broadcast.  
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PTT channel settings Channels 1-25 

  

The system administrator defines which PTT channels are subscribed to by each handset. By 

default, subscriptions to channels 1, 24, and 25 are enabled. 

There are three PTT channel types:  

• Normal Channels 

PTT channels 1 through 23 can be used as normal channels by any subscribed handset 

user.  The administrator can create a label, comprised of up to 15 characters, for 

channels 1 to 23 to help users identify PTT channels. The default label for channel 1 is 

ALL. 

Normal channels are usually allocated to various groups of users and recipients. 

Examples include channel 2 for the maintenance group, channel 3 for Hospital 

Admitting, channel 4 for the IT Helpdesk. 

• Priority Channel 

Users subscribed to the priority channel (channel 24) will receive transmissions on the 

priority channel, unless they are in a phone call or an emergency PTT conversation is 

already playing. (i.e. Priority channel PTT conversations interrupt normal channel PTT 

conversations.)  The priority channel plays transmissions at the currently set audio level. 

• Emergency Channel 

When you are subscribed to the emergency channel (channel 25), your handset will hear 

emergency transmissions unless you are on a phone call, in which case you will hear an 

in-ear alert and the screen will display an option to hold the call and listen to the 

broadcast. Emergency transmissions play out on the speaker at an administrator 
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configurable audio level. The audio level will return to normal for subsequent non-

emergency transmissions. 

Channel # 

The text box beneath the channel number allows you to enter a label for this channel. Channel 1 

defaults to ALL, and its Can Transmit and Subscribe checkboxes are checked by default. 
 

 

Note: Channel label length 

You can enter a label with more than 15 characters but a long label will be 

truncated when it displays on the handset. 

Channel can transmit 

When the checkbox is checked, this channel is permitted to transmit. 

By default, Can Transmit is checked only on channel 1. 

Channel subscription 

A user must be subscribed to a channel in order to receive broadcasts. 

By default, channels 1, 24 and 25 are subscribed. 

(Reg. Ch. 1-23 (max); Priority Ch. 24, Emergency Ch. 25:  
 

UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Values  Remarks  

Channel n:  channeln  string  text  Channel name/description  

Can Transmit  channeln_can_transmit  Boolean  Checked:true,  
Unchecked:false  

Missing from app_restrictions.xml  

Subscribe  channeln_subscribe  Boolean  Checked:true,  
Unchecked:false  

Missing from app_restrictions.xml  

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 
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Chapter 10: SAFE 

 The SAFE app is Spectralink’s application for emergencies. It can be deployed in lone 

worker environments or where facilities require extra security. 

The Spectralink SAFE application utilizes Versity’s accelerometer for personal monitoring, 

including “no movement” alarms, “tilt” alarms, “running” alarms and duress calls to an 

emergency number. 

The Panic button is usually the red button on the top of the handset but it may be programmed 

to another button. There is also a soft Panic button that is available when the SAFE app is 

opened. The Panic button produces a loud alarm and/or instantaneous calling to a pre-

programmed emergency number. 

Together, the SAFE application offers complete monitoring for man down and lone worker 

functionality. Use cases for these two features vary significantly. How you program these 

features depends on what type of situation you anticipate. For instance, the Panic Button can be 

configured to sound a local alarm or not and to place an emergency call or not. With SAFE you 

can configure each type of motion monitoring with varying degrees of sensitivity and amount of 

time before the warning is activated. 

If you are interfacing with a third-party security application, you can send a SAFE alarm 

notification when the alarm state triggers and cancels. Scroll to Web API Event URLs and click 

Add another. Enter a descriptive EventLabel and the URL of the security application in 

EventURL. Check the box beside safealarm as the type of event you are sending to this URL. 

Both a trigger event and a cancel event for a SAFE or Panic Button alarm send a notification to 

the URL. 
 

 
Warning 

The reliability of the Spectralink Panic Button and SAFE application depends on the 

functionality and reliability of the greater infrastructure – the wireless LAN, the LAN, 

the call server, the central provisioning server, the server hosting location services, 

the central security system and its servers, the correct configuration of the 

Spectralink 87-Series handsets, correct installation and configuration management 

server, and thorough training of personnel.  

Spectralink assumes no responsibility and shall not be liable for any of the above 

dependency factors. In addition, please be aware that the Spectralink Panic Button 

and SAFE application should not be your sole solution to any of your safety 

concerns and are not a substitute for safe practices and procedures. 
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SAFE settings main menu 

 

Panic Button Options 

Activating the Panic Button triggers an alarm that displays on the handset until it is cancelled. 

• Local alarm/Panic alarm without phone call: If the user needs help but does not need an 

emergency call placed, pressing the Panic Button can sound a loud local alarm so 

 People can find you or 

 You scare away any potential threats 

• Silent Duress: If the user is being put under duress a silent alarm will not alert the 

assailant. In this case configure a “Panic Button silent alarm”=On. The silent Panic 

Button without a phone call would only be used to push an alert to an external security 

application. You may also configure a phone call to an emergency number but without 

the speakerphone option turned on to maintain the silence.  

• Incapacitation/Panic Button with emergency phone call: If the user needs to place an 

emergency call due to becoming somehow incapacitated, the Panic Button alarm should 

be silenced so the phone call audio can be heard. Configure “Panic Button silent 

alarm”=On. Set “Emergency call”=On and “Emergency dial force speaker”=On to 

activate the speakerphone in case the phone cannot be held to the ear.  

SAFE Monitoring Options 

The SAFE motion sensor application is designed to work as a standalone feature or in 

conjunction with the Panic Button feature and/or with an external security application. Each 

motion has both sensitivity settings and timeout settings. Any of the motion alarms can be 

configured to trigger an emergency call. All three of these motion settings can be configured and 

if more than one is triggered, both will display on the handset as warning or alarming. 

When a SAFE motion alarm is triggered, the phone displays a warning screen for a configurable 

number of seconds. If the warning is not cancelled, the alarm state occurs and the emergency 

call is placed if it is configured. 
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The motion detectors function accurately only when the handset is secured to the body. The 

user is not able to turn off the SAFE application without turning off the phone. Configure the 

“Snooze” option to allow temporary suspension of SAFE monitoring. SAFE monitoring is also 

suspended when the phone is connected to the USB charger.  

Each motion type must be configured for a level of sensitivity with 1 being the least sensitive 

and 7 being the most sensitive. Least sensitive means that more shaking, tilt or greater than 

normal movement must be sensed in order to trigger the warning. Most sensitive means that 

very little shaking, tilt or a nearly still phone will trigger the warning. 

All handsets can be configured with the same settings, or handsets can be configured in groups 

or individually tailored for specific environmental conditions. 

The three conditions of motion are: 

• Running – the handset detects shaking, indicating that the user is moving fast or 

suffering a seizure. The most sensitive setting might trigger the alarm if the user walked 

fast. The least sensitive setting would require quite a bit of jostling before a warning was 

triggered. The length of time that the user would have to maintain that amount of motion 

(or a more severe one) is configurable. 

• Tilt – the handset is not vertical for a configurable number of seconds, indicating that the 

user has fallen or is in some other position than sitting or standing/walking. In this 

condition, the user could be leaning over to pick up something or lying on the floor. In the 

least sensitive setting, the user would have to be nearly prone to trigger the warning. 

The length of time that the user would have to maintain that position (or a more severe 

one) is configurable. 

• No movement – the handset remains still for a configurable number of seconds, 

potentially indicating the user is not moving. A certain amount of motion is normal, even 

when sitting, but no motion at all can indicate that a person is unable to move due to 

unconsciousness or being restrained. The Level 7 setting would require that the user be 

almost completely still for the warning to trigger. Level 1 setting would sound a warning if 

the user was still moving some, but below the normal threshold. The length of time that 

the user would have to be that degree of still (or a more severe degree) is configurable. 

Given that the user has no control over these settings, it is up to the administrator to configure 

them to provide the most secure response without annoying the user with excessive warnings. 

Training Your Users 

The User Guide provides information about all of these options but cannot give direction about 

which are active in any given facility. Please refer to the User Guide. Ensure your users know 

how SAFE and Panic Button are deployed: 
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Panic Button 

• Is the button activated by a long press, two short presses or either? 

• Does pressing the Panic Button place an emergency call? 

• Does pressing the Panic Button sound an alarm through your handset’s speakerphone? 

• When/if an emergency call is placed, does the audio come through the speakerphone? 

Monitoring 

• What motion detection is activated? What is the degree of sensitivity? What is the 

timeout? How long is the warning state? 

• What happens when an alarm is triggered? Is there an emergency call? Is there an 

external security application and if so, what does it do? 

• Is the Snooze option configured and for how long? 

SAFE Monitoring Options 

Motion sensor configuration submenu 

  

Monitoring 

Monitoring must be enabled in order for any of the SAFE motion settings to trigger. 

No movement sensitivity 

No move is the degree of motionlessness or lack of any type of movement of the handset. Level 

7 would require that the user be almost completely still for the warning to trigger. Level 1 would 

trigger a warning if the user was still moving some, but below the normal threshold.  
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No movement timeout 

The length of time that the user would have to maintain the configured degree of stillness (or a 

more severe degree). It is measured in seconds. Minimum = 10, maximum = 300. 

Tilt sensitivity 

Tilt is a non-vertical position of the handset which might indicate that the user has fallen or is in 

some other position than sitting or standing/walking. Level 1 would require that the user be 

nearly prone to trigger the warning. Level 7 would trigger a warning if the user was leaning 

somewhat. 

Tilt timeout 

The length of time that the user would have to maintain the configured degree of tilt (or a more 

severe degree). It is measured in seconds. Minimum = 10, maximum = 300. 

Running sensitivity 

Running is triggered when the handset detects shaking, indicating that the user is moving fast or 

possibly suffering a seizure. Level 1 would require quite a bit of jostling before a warning was 

triggered. Level 7 would trigger the alarm if the user walked fast. 

Running timeout 

The length of time that the user would have to maintain the configured degree of shaking (or a 

more severe degree). It is measured in seconds. Minimum = 10, maximum = 60. 

Snooze timeout 

The Snooze feature allows the user to temporarily suspend SAFE motion monitoring. To 

activate this feature, set the timeout in seconds. Disabled = 0, maximum = 300. 

Warning timeout 

The warning timeout is the amount of time between the warning being triggered and the alarm 

state, when an emergency call might be placed or an alarm is sent to an external security 

application. Set the timeout in seconds. Minimum = 10, maximum = 60. 

UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Values Remarks 

Monitoring  safe_enabled  Boolean  Checked:true, Unchecked:false  

No Move Sensitivity  safe_no_move_sensitivity  string  Disabled, Level 1, Level 2, ..., Level 7   

No Move Timeout:  safe_no_move_timeout  integer  30   

Tilt Sensitivity:  safe_not_vertical_sensitivity  string  Disabled, Level 1, Level 2, ...,Level 7   

Tilt Timeout:  safe_not_vertical_timeout  integer  10  

Running Sensitivity:  safe_running_sensitivity  string  Disabled, Level 1, Level 2, ...,Level 7   

Running Timeout:  safe_running_timeout  integer  10  

Snooze Timeout:  safe_snooze_timeout  integer  0   

Warning Timeout:  safe_warning_state_timeout  integer  10   

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 
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Panic Alarm 

The Panic Button option allows you to set the type of press that will prompt the alarm. Options 

are Long press, Two short presses, Two short or long presses. 

Panic button configuration submenu 

  

Panic Button 

Use the popup window to configure the sequence that triggers the Panic alarm. 

Panic Button silent alarm 

The silent alarm suppresses the loud local alarm that will sound when the Panic Button is 

pressed. 
 

UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Values 

Panic Button:  safe_panic_button  string  Disabled, Long press, Two short press, Two short or long 
press  

Panic Button Silent Alarm:  safe_panic_silent_alarm  Boolean  On:true, Off:false  

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 
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Emergency Call 

Emergency call configuration submenu 

 

Emergency call 

Either the Panic Button or a SAFE motion alarm can trigger an emergency call, or both. If 

Emergency call is On, a call will be placed to the number configured in Emergency dial number. 

Emergency dial force speaker 

When an emergency call is placed, the audio can be routed through the speakerphone so the 

user can be in handsfree mode in case holding the phone to the ear is not possible. Turn this 

option On to use the speakerphone instead of the earpiece for incoming audio. 

Emergency dial number 

This is the number that will be dialed when the Panic Button is pushed or a SAFE alarm state is 

triggered. You must configure and enable the other related settings in order for the call to occur. 

Follow any dialplan rules when you enter the emergency dial number. 
 

UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Values 

Emergency Call:  safe_emergency_dial_enabled  Boolean  On:true, Off:false  

Emergency Dial Force Speaker:  safe_emergency_dial_force_speaker_enabled  Boolean  On:true, Off:false  

Emergency Dial Number:  safe_emergency_dial_number  string  any valid TN,911  

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 

SAFE Ring Tones 

Ring tones use the same settings style for entry criteria. The dropdown gives you all the ring 

options included with Versity. Some of these are appropriate for warnings and alarms. 
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SAFE ring tones submenu 

 

Warning tone 

Configure the tone to play during a warning period. Note that this tone will play at a gradually 

increasing volume. Tones play even when the handset is silenced. There is no warning period 

for the Panic Button; it goes straight to the alarm state. 

Alarm tone 

Configure the tone to play when a Panic Button press or SAFE alarm triggers. Note that this 

tone will play at high volume. Tones play even when the handset is silenced. 

UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Values 

Warning Tone  safe_warning_tone  string  pick list of available tones  

Alarm Tone safe_alarm_tone  string  pick list of available tones  

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 
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Chapter 11: SAM Client 

 The SAM (Spectralink Application Management) Client app is Spectralink’s application 

that enables Versity devices to connect with the Spectralink Application Management (SAM) 

server for configuring Spectralink applications. 

The SAM Client application communicates to the SAM Server via a client-initiated TLS 

connection we call a heartbeat. The protected heartbeat requests and responses transfer the 

end-user configurations between Versity and the SAM Server. An admin or end-user may 

manually trigger a heartbeat using the “Send Heartbeat” button within the application.  

The SAM Client is configured from an EMM using app configuration (aka managed 

configurations).  

• The SAM URL is the network address of the SAM Server.  

• The Account Key is the respective enterprise’s unique identifier.  

• The heartbeat interval specifies how often Versity should send a heartbeat to the SAM 

Server. The minimum heartbeat interval is 15 minutes. 

• Enable heartbeat will toggle the ability to heartbeat on and off. If heartbeats are enabled, 

the SAM admin may also remotely trigger a heartbeat from the SAM Server console. 

Sam Client settings menu 

 

The SAM Client application communicates to the SAM Server via a client-initiated TLS 

connection we call a heartbeat. The protected heartbeat requests and responses transfer the 

end-user configurations between Versity and the SAM Server. An admin or end-user may 

manually trigger a heartbeat using the “Send Heartbeat” button within the application.  

The SAM Client is configured from an EMM using app configuration (aka managed 

configurations).  
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SAM URL 

The SAM URL is the network address of the SAM Server.  

Account key 

The Account Key is the respective enterprise’s unique identifier. When a customer purchases 

SAM, the Account key is sent to the designated party in an email. This is the unique key that 

MUST BE USED for any SAM installation for this client, whether trial or paid. If you do not have 

an Account key, contact your Spectralink representative before installing SAM. 

Heartbeat interval; Enable heartbeat 

The heartbeat interval specifies how often Versity should send a heartbeat to the SAM Server. 

The minimum heartbeat interval is 15 minutes.  

And finally, enable heartbeat will toggle the ability to heartbeat on and off. If heartbeats are 

enabled, the SAM admin may also remotely trigger a heartbeat from the SAM Server console. 
 

UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Values Remarks  

Heartbeat interval  heartbeat_interval  integer  15 – 99,999,999._ 60  Value is in minutes 

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 
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Chapter 12: Sys Updater 

 The Sys Updater app is Spectralink’s application to check for software updates for 

Versity devices. Details are available in Technical Bulletin CA-19-01 Versity Software Update 

Overview available on the Versity support site. 

Software releases are available at http://support.spectralink.com/versity. You must have a 

current service agreement to download updates. 

Configure the update server for delivering code to Versity smartphones using the SAM interface. 

When a customer receives a Versity smartphone, it quite probably is not updated to the latest 

release (release could have happened while the phone was on a shelf at a distributor, etc…). 

Therefore, the software that is installed in the smartphone at the factory must be updated.  
 

 

Admin Tip: LTE Smartphones using VPN? 

System updating is not available when LTE Versity Smartphones are using VPN to 

connect to the call server. Manual update is required. 
 

If you need to update code or manually check the code version currently running on Versity, see 

Technical Bulletin CS-18-07 Spectralink Versity Manual Update available on the Versity support 

site. 

Update server requirements 

• An HTTP server is required for Versity software updates. An HTTPS server may also be 

used. 

• The update server must support the file “List” and file “Look Ahead” features.  

• If you configure a path that points to a folder, Versity will use the “Look Ahead” feature to 

open files to the latest version. 
 

 
Caution: index.html file will prevent update 

Use update folders for update .zip files only. When trying to update Versity if an 

index.html file is in the same directory as the update .zip file the update will fail. 
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App display App settings menu 

  

Settings 

Check for update 

Selecting this option and clicking the Save Configuration button will allow you to update specific 

devices immediately. See Updating Versity Smartphones.  

Server address 

The IP address or hostname of the OTA server 

Server port 

Relative path on server 

The full path relative to the server name. If upgrading 1.0.x or downgrading to any prior version, 

this must be the complete path to the desired file. 

Network protocol 

HTTP and HTTPS are available. 
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Polling interval 

Check frequency specifies when or how often the phone will check the specified server to 

determine if a new version of firmware is available. Three options are available. 

• SAM– When using SAM, the phone will check for and download new firmware if 

available only when the upgrade process is initiated by the SAM Administrator through 

the Trigger OTA option on the SAM UI. When not using SAM, your options are 1 and 2. 

• On boot only – The phone will check for and download new firmware if available any 

time the device is rebooted. (1) 

• Background: phone randomly checks any time within 24 hours. This option is designed 

to stagger updates to not overload the system. (2) 
 

 

Admin Tip: Dozing phone does not check for updates 

Smartphones in Doze mode check for updates at maintenance intervals. 
 

 

Admin Tip: Phone prompt overrides SAM settings 

The manual Check for update button in the Sys Updater app on the phone will 

override other settings. When that button is tapped, the phone will check for a 

software update and download it no matter what other polling settings are 

configured. 
 

 

Note: When are updates applied? 

The handset will check for and download the update but will not apply it until the 

handset is rebooted. A reboot can be initiated by the user or through the Auto 

Reboot after Update option as configured in SAM or EMM. 
 

Updating Versity Smartphones 

Applications are delivered with the Versity software updates. When the Versity software update 

is downloaded and installed on the smartphone, any application updates are also received and 

installed. System updates can be configured through SAM, through an EMM or on an individual 

phone if permitted. 

1 Configure the OTA server’s address, port, path to the update file, and transport type. Set 

the update frequency. Set Auto Reboot as needed. 

2 Download the update zip file from the Spectralink Support website. (e.g. apollo-

ota_update-signed-1.3.0.1013.zip) 

3 Copy the update zip file to the designated location on your OTA server. Do not extract 

the files from the zip. 

4 Versity will update based on your setting for Check Frequency, as defined above. 
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5 After the update downloads to the phone, the user will be prompted to reboot the phone 

unless Auto Reboot after update is configured for true. Auto Reboot will cause the 

phones to interrupt any active process and reboot to install the update. 
 

 
Admin Tip: How is the update file selected? 

For complete information about update file selection criteria used by the update 

server, see Technical Bulletin CS-19-01. Also available at 

https://support.spectralink.com/versity under the Technical Bulletins tab. 
 

Configuration Parameters 
UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Values  Remarks  

Trigger OTA  ota_trigger_setting  string   Manual update method for 
triggering an update. (SAM 
only) 

Server address  ota_server_address  string  Domain name or IP address.     

Server port  ota_server_port  integer  80     

Relative path 
on server 

ota_relative_path  string   Relative to the server name. If 
upgrading 1.0.x or downgrading, 
this must be the complete path 
to the desired file. 

Network 
protocol 

ota_transport_settings  integer  HTTP:0,  
HTTPS:1 

   

Polling interval  ota_check_frequency_settings  integer  SAM only:0,  
On boot only:1, 
Background:2 

 

Auto Reboot 
after update  

ota_auto_reboot_phone  Boolean  Unchecked:False, 
Checked:True  

The phone auto reboots after 
OTA update if this flag is true. 
This option is available from the 
App menu. 

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 
 

 
Admin Tip: Are downgrades possible? 

If you need to downgrade, contact Spectralink for a custom file. 
 
 

https://support.spectralink.com/sites/default/files/resource_files/CS-19-01%20Versity%20Software%20Update%20Overview.pdf
https://support.spectralink.com/versity
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Chapter 13: VQO 

 VQO is mostly done automatically in the phone but adjustments may be made when 

directed by Spectralink support. 
 

 
Admin Tip: DSCP for voice quality on 3rd party apps 

Prioritizing voice packets is essential for voice quality on any app. 

Spectralink’s Biz Phone app uses the DSCP value of 46 for voice packets which 

are prioritized appropriately by VQO. 

For voice quality on third party apps, Spectralink makes the following 

recommendations: 

• The DSCP value of 46 is recommended for voice traffic. 

• For apps not using DSCP value (default DSCP of 0), Versity implements 

voice stream detection and maps voice packets to 46 internally. 

• For apps using any other DSCP value, traffic is not prioritized as voice. 
 

VQO Settings menu Wi-Fi band selection menu 

  

Wi-Fi Low RSSI Threshold 

Voice quality can degrade if the Wi-Fi signal is too weak. The Received Signal Strength 

Indicator (RSSI) will change as the user moves closer to or away from the connected AP. The 

RSSI threshold value setting is the RSSI level at or below which the device seeks a better AP.  

The device uses many attributes of an AP to determine if it is a good candidate including the 

current load on the AP, the available bandwidth on the AP, and channel.  Sometimes the best 

AP may have an RSSI value lower than other candidates. 
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Caution 

Do not change the RSSI threshold value unless instructed to do so by Spectralink 

service personnel. 
 

Channel Selection 

Wi-Fi Auto Band Selection  
 

 
Caution: Ensure you have correct channel selections 

Wrong selection of channels could lead to phones getting permanently 

disconnected from the network. If this happens, all affected devices would need to 

be recovered manually through restoring factory defaults. Please contact 

Spectralink support if incorrect band selection disables your smartphones. 
 

When Auto is Enabled, both bands (2.4 GHz and 5 GHz) and all available Wi-Fi channels are 

enabled and you cannot make Band or Channel selection. 

When Auto is Disabled, you can select which band to enable and select specific channels within 

each band. 
 

 
Note: Both Wi-Fi bands cannot be disabled at the same time. 

 

2.4 GHz Channel Selection 

Select Enable/Disable 

If enabled, user can enable/disable specific channels within 2.4 GHz band 

5.0 GHz Channel Selection 

Select Enable/Disable 

If enabled, user can enable/disable specific channels within 5 GHz subbands.Each subband 

include a group of channels. By selecting the subband, the list of channels within it are displays 

in a popup, all enabled. 
 

 
Caution: Know before you go! 

Disabling channels can result in the loss of network connectivity for each affected 

device, requiring them to be reset to factory defaults. Review the channels in use at 

the intended location before making changes. 
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Configuration parameters 

UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Values Remarks  

Wi-Fi Low RSSI threshold  vqo_low_rssi_threshold  integer  -67, -55 <--> -100     

Wi_Fi band selection Opens menu to enable selection. Note that either 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz or auto must be 
selected. Disabling all options causes the phone to lose connection, without which it will 
cease to function. 

Auto key_wifi_band_auto Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

When true, this tells 
the device to use any 
available channel in 
any band. Individual 
channel preferences 
are ignored but not 
forgotten. 

2.4 GHz Wi-Fi band key_wifi_band_2_4GHz Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

If selected, 2.4 GHz 
channel selection is 
enabled and the device 
can use any available 
channel in the 2.4 GHz 
band.  

5 GHz Wi-Fi band key_wifi_band_5GHz Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

If selected, 5 GHz 
channel selection is 
enabled and the device 
can use any available 
channel in the 5 GHz 
band. 

Channel selection     

2.4 GHz: channels 1-14 wifi_regdomain_enabled_2_4_chan
nels  

string  “1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9, 
10,11,12,13,14” 

When available, 
scrollable list displays 
enabled channels  

5 GHz 5 GHz channels are within subbands and only those enabled by the domain are displayed. 

SubBand 1:  wifi_regdomain_enabled_5_band1_
channels  

string  "36,40,44,48"  list displays enabled 
channels  

SubBand 2:  wifi_regdomain_enabled_5_band2_
channels  

string  "52,56,60,64"  list displays enabled 
channels  

SubBand 3:  wifi_regdomain_enabled_5_band3_
channels  

string  "100,104,108,112,1
16,120,124,128,13
2,136,140,144"  

list displays enabled 
channels  

SubBand 4:  wifi_regdomain_enabled_5_band4_
channels  

string  "149,153,157,161,1
65"  

list displays enabled 
channels  

Channel 1 (2412 MHz) vqo_channel_1 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 2 (2417 MHz) vqo_channel_2 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 3 (2422 MHz) vqo_channel_3 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 4 (2427 MHz) vqo_channel_4 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 
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UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Values Remarks  

Channel 5 (2432 MHz) vqo_channel_5 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 6 (2437 MHz) vqo_channel_6 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 7 (2442 MHz) vqo_channel_7 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 8 (2447 MHz) vqo_channel_8 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 9 (2452 MHz) vqo_channel_9 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 10 (2457 MHz) vqo_channel_10 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 11 (2462 MHz) vqo_channel_11 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 12 (2467 MHz) vqo_channel_12 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 13 (2472 MHz) vqo_channel_13 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 14 (2484 MHz) vqo_channel_14 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 36 (5180 MHz) vqo_channel_36 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 40 (5200 MHz) vqo_channel_40 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 44 (5220 MHz) vqo_channel_44 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 48 (5140 MHz) vqo_channel_48 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 52 DFS (5260 MHz) vqo_channel_52 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 56 DFS (5280 MHz) vqo_channel_56 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 60 DFS (5300 MHz) vqo_channel_60 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 64 DFS (5320 MHz) vqo_channel_64 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 100 DFS (5500 
MHz) 

vqo_channel_100 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 104 DFS (5520 
MHz) 

vqo_channel_104 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 108 DFS (5540 
MHz) 

vqo_channel_108 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 112 DFS (5560 
MHz) 

vqo_channel_112 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 
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UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Values Remarks  

Channel 116 DFS (5580 
MHz) 

vqo_channel_116 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 120 DFS (5600 
MHz) 

vqo_channel_120 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 124 DFS (5620 
MHz) 

vqo_channel_124 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 128 DFS (5640 
MHz) 

vqo_channel_128 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 132 DFS (5660 
MHz) 

vqo_channel_132 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 136 DFS (5680 
MHz) 

vqo_channel_136 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 140 DFS (5700 
MHz) 

vqo_channel_140 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 144 DFS (5720 
MHz) 

vqo_channel_144 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 149 (5745 MHz) vqo_channel_149 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 153 (5765 MHz) vqo_channel_153 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 157 (5785 MHz) vqo_channel_157 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 161 (5805 MHz) vqo_channel_161 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Channel 165 (5825 MHz) vqo_channel_165 Boolean Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 
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Chapter 14: Web API 

The Web API app is used by developers to interface with external services and provide links to 

frequently used websites. 

Web API allows you to configure the smartphones to integrate with an XML application. 

Web API Settings main menu 

 

Enable API Calls 

Enable/Disable 

Web API format type 

XML is the only supported format. 

 

UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Values Remarks  

Enable Web API web_api_enable_disable  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

Data format  web_api_format_type  string  XML   

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 
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Polling 

Phone state polling submenu 

 

Username 

Enter the username that the smartphone requires to authenticate polling. 

Password 

Enter the password that the smartphone requires to authenticate polling. 

Polling Respond Method 

Select the method for sending the requested polling data. Either URL or Requester.  

If the response method is requester, the response will be sent to the HTTP server running at the 

address where the request was made. 

URL to Receive Response 

If the response method is URL, you must enter the URL of a valid HTTP server that will get the 

response. This can be at a different address than the requester. 

Polling Parameters  

UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Values Remarks  

Username  web_api_polling_username  string        

Password  web_api_polling_password  string       

Respond mode polling_respond_method  Boolean  Requester, URL   

URL polling_url_to_respond  string     To receive response 

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 
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Push API 

Push settings submenu 

 

Username / Push password 

These credentials are for the Web API and are needed in order to do any kind of push. 

Push alert priority 

Select the priority desired for messages from the App. 

Messages pushed that are below this level of priority will not be displayed on the configured 

smartphones. 

Server root URL 

The URL of the application server you enter here is combined with the smartphone address and 

sent to the smartphone’s browser. For example, if the application server root URL is 

http://172.24.128.85:8080/sampleapps and the relative URL is /examples/sample.html, the URL 

that is sent to the web browser on the smartphone is 

http://172.24.128.85:8080/sampleapps/examples/sample.html. Can be either HTTP or HTTPS. 

Enable notification ringtone 

This setting determines whether or not a notification sound will play when a push message is 

received. Which notification sound plays is set by the user in the smartphone Settings->Sound-

>Default notification sound.  

http://supportdocs.polycom.com/PolycomService/support/global/documents/support/technical/products/voice/Syslog_TB17124.pdf
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4510
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4510
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Web API Volume 

This setting determines the volume at which the Push Ringtone will play. 

Implementation notes 

• If a phone is in call and is sent a push (Priority: high, normal or important), the phone 

accepts the push but does nothing. 

• Push requests received when phone is in DND: 

Total Silence: Phone does not make any sound and only displays visual notification. 

Phone stays in Total Silence mode after the push request. 

Alarms Only and Priority Only: Phone changes mode to normal, presents visual 

notification as well as plays the notification sound. The phone stays in normal mode after 

the push request. 

• Rebooting does not clear critical alerts. After a pin protected phone is rebooted, if there 

is an uncleared critical push request, a pop-up dialog with a message "Unlock the phone 

to view critical alerts" will appear. 

Multiple push requests 

Pull down the notification bar and you'll see notifications are grouped per priority and displayed 

in the descending order with Critical on top and Normal at the bottom with the number of alerts 

of each priority received. Also observe each alert shows up in the notification area with a “View 

Alert” option and a “triangular exclamation” icon color of which varies according to the priority of 

the alert: 

Critical: Red 

High: Orange 

Important: Yellow 

Normal: Green 
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Push API parameters  

UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Values Remarks  

Username  web_api_push_username  string        

Password  web_api_push_password  string        

Push alert 
priority  

push_message_priority  string  All, Important, High, 
Critical, Normal, None  

 

Server root 
URL  

push_server_root_url  string  value     

Enable 
notification 
ringtone  

push_notification_ringtone_enable  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

 

Web API 
volume  

webapi_volume  integer  0 - 100     

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 

Web API Event URLs 

The URL to which the smartphone sends notifications of specified events. This offers the ability 

for the smartphone to send notifications based on various smartphone events such as 

“incoming”, “Registration”, etc.  

There can be one or more notification events defined, each with a name, URL, and the 

smartphone events that will cause the event notification to be set. Enter the URL and the Event 

Label and check the Event type.  
 

 

Note: Changing event URLs 

If you need to edit an event URL, remove it and re-enter the information with the 

new URL label or address.  
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Event URLs submenu 

  

Name/Label 

Enter a descriptive label. 

URL 

Enter the URL for this Event 

(Repeat, replacing 1 with next consecutive number  

Event parameters 

Configure the setting that apply to each event. 

UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Values Remarks  

Label  web_api_event_label_1  string        

URL web_api_event_url_1  string        

None  web_api_event_none_1  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

All  web_api_event_all_1  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

State Change  web_api_event_state_change_1  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

Incoming  web_api_event_incoming_1  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

Registration  web_api_event_registration_1  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 
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UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Values Remarks  

Unregistration  web_api_event_unregistration_1  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

Off Hook  web_api_event_off_hook_1  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

On Hook  web_api_event_on_hook_1  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

Outgoing  web_api_event_outgoing_1  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

User Login  web_api_event_user_login_1  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

Safe Alarm  web_api_event_safe_alarm_1  Boolean  Checked:true, 
Unchecked:false 

   

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 
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APP URLs 

Web API allows you to configure the smartphones to integrate with an XML application. Web 

applications listed here are Web applications whose shortcuts are displayed in a widget box on 

one of the home pages of the smartphone. They are opened in the Spectralink Webview 

browser. Any URL available to the smartphones can be entered. Twelve applications can be 

configured. 

Event URLs submenu 

  

Label, URL 

Enter the Application shortcut label and URI. The label displays in the widget box on the 

smartphone after the smartphone is rebooted.  

 (Repeat, replacing 1 with next consecutive number to max of 12)  

UI Label  Key  Type  Allowed Values   Remarks  

Label  web_app_shortcut_1  string        

URL web_app_url_1  string        

Allowed Values (Bold = default; colon separates the UI text from the value sent to phone. 
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Chapter 15: Updating Apps 

Updates to the apps are delivered with updates to Versity software. Updating apps is as simple 

as loading the latest Versity version onto the update server and pushing the update to the 

phones. Always review the Release Notes that accompany a new software version. 

Additionally, like any Google-certified app, Spectralink apps are available on the Google play 

store and may be updated through usual methods. 
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Appendix A: Spectralink References 

All Spectralink documents are available at http://support.spectralink.com.  

 

To go to a specific product page: 

Select the Product Category and Product Type from the dropdown lists and then select the 

product from the next page. All resources for that particular product are displayed by default 

under the “All” tab. Documents, downloads and other resources are sorted by the date they 

were created so the most recently created resource is at the top of the list. You can further sort 

the list by the tabs across the top of the list to find exactly what you are looking for. Click the title 

to open the link. 

Specific Documents 

Spectralink Versity and Spectralink SAM support documents are available on the Spectralink 

support site at http://support.spectralink.com/versity. (not available for BETA contact your 

Spectralink support representative) 

Spectralink SAM software and support documents are available on the Spectralink support site 

at http://support.spectralink.com/sam. 

Release Notes accompany every software release and provide the new and changed features 

and resolved issues in the latest version of the software. Please review these for the most 

current information about your software. 

Spectralink Versity Deployment Guide provides a high-level overview of the deployment process 

for Spectralink Versity smartphones. This includes the interface with an EMM, the method for 

getting Versity connected to the wireless LAN, and the interface with the Spectralink Application 

Management (SAM) server. 

http://support.spectralink.com/
http://support.spectralink.com/versity
http://support.spectralink.com/sam
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Spectralink Applications Management Administration Guide The Spectralink Applications 

Management (SAM) Administration Guide provides information about every setting and option 

for the Spectralink applications that are available to the administrator on the SAM server. Time-

saving shortcuts, troubleshooting tips and other important maintenance instructions are also 

found in this document.  

The Spectralink Applications Administration Guide (This guide) describes each Spectralink app 

and lists each parameter configured for each app. 

The Spectralink Versity User Guide offers comprehensive instructions for using each of the 

Spectralink Applications deployed on the handsets. 

For information on IP PBX and soft switch vendors, see the Spectralink Call Server 

Interoperability Guide. 

Technical Bulletins and Feature Descriptions explain workarounds to existing issues and 

provide expanded descriptions and examples. 

AP Configuration Guides explain how to correctly configure access points and WLAN controllers 

(if applicable) and identify the optimal settings that support Spectralink Versity smartphone. You 

can find them on the VIEW Certified webpage. 

White Papers 

Spectralink White Papers are available at https://www.spectralink.com/resources/white-papers-

ebooks?page=1. 

For details on RF deployment please see The Challenges of Ensuring Excellent Voice Quality in 

a Wi-Fi Workplace and Deploying Enterprise-Grade Wi-Fi Telephony. 

These White Papers identify issues and solutions based on Spectralink’s extensive experience 

in enterprise-class Wi-Fi telephony. They provide recommendations for ensuring that a network 

environment is adequately optimized for use with Spectralink devices. 

 

https://www.spectralink.com/resources/white-papers-ebooks?page=1
https://www.spectralink.com/resources/white-papers-ebooks?page=1
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Appendix B: Conventions used in this 

document 

Icons 

Icons indicate extra information about nearby text. 

 

Warning 

The Warning icon highlights an action you must perform (or avoid) to avoid exposing 
yourself or others to hazardous conditions. 

 

 

Caution 

The Caution icon highlights information you need to know to avoid a hazard that could 
potentially impact device performance, application functionality, successful feature 
configuration and/or affect phone or network performance. 

 

 

Spectralink recommends 

Our recommendations for successful deployments. 

 

 

Note 

The Note icon highlights information of interest or important information that will 

help you be successful in accomplishing a procedure or understanding a concept. 

 

 

Tip 

The Tip icon highlights information that may be valuable or helpful for users to know, such 
as special techniques, shortcut methods, or information that will make user tasks easier to 
perform. 

 

 

Web 

The Web Info icon highlights supplementary information available online such as 
documents or downloads on support.spectralink.com or other locations. 

 

 

Timesaver 

A time-saving tip is typically used to mention or highlight a faster or alternative method for 
users who may already be familiar with the operation or method being discussed. 

 

 

Admin Tip 

This tip advises the administrator of a smarter, more productive or alternative method of 
performing an administrator-level task or procedure. 

 

 

Power User 

A Power User Tip is typically reserved for information directed specifically at high-level 
users who are familiar with the information or procedure being discussed and are looking 
for better or more efficient ways of performing the task. For example, this might highlight 
customization of a feature for a specific purpose. 
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Troubleshooting 

This element can be used in any type of document and is typically used to highlight 
information to help you solve a relevant problem you may encounter, or to point to other 
relevant troubleshooting reference information. 

 

 

Settings 

The Settings icon highlights information to help you zero in on settings you need to choose 
for a specific behavior, to enable a specific feature, or access customization options. 

Typography 

A few typographic conventions, listed next, are used in this guide to distinguish types of in-text 

information. 

Convention Description 

Bold Highlights interface items such as menus, soft keys, file names, and 
directories. Also used to represent menu selections and text entry to the 
phone. 

Italics Used to emphasize text, to show example values or inputs, and to show 
titles of reference documents available from the Spectralink Support Web 
site and other reference sites. 

Underlined blue Used for URL links to external Web pages or documents. If you click on 
text in this style, you will be linked to an external document or Web page. 

Bright orange text Used for cross references to other sections within this document. If you 
click on text in this style, you will be taken to another part of this 
document. 

Fixed-width-font Used for code fragments and parameter names. 

 

This guide also uses a few writing conventions to distinguish conditional information. 

Convention Description 

<MACaddress> Indicates that you must enter information specific to your installation, 
phone, or network. For example, when you see <MACaddress>, enter 
your phone’s 12-digit MAC address. If you see <installed-directory>, enter 
the path to your installation directory. 

> Indicates that you need to select an item from a menu. For example, 
Settings> Basic indicates that you need to select Basic from the 
Settings menu. 
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Appendix C: Products Mentioned in this 

Document 

Android, Google, Google Play and other marks are trademarks of Google LLC 

Oreo is a trademark of Mondelez International, Inc. 

Apple is a registered trademark owned by Apple Inc. 

Cisco is a registered trademark of Cisco Systems, Inc. and/or its affiliates in the United States 

and certain other countries. 

Wireshark and the "fin" logo are registered trademarks of the Wireshark Foundation. 

LiveAction Omnipeek is a registered trademark of LiveAction, Inc. 
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